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Fiction - Thriller

THE FATHER’S
HOUSE

Larche Davies

+ebook

“I can see you,” hissed the Magnifico. “I can hear y ou. I can watch your every action.”
Lucy pulled the pillow over her head as the nightly whispers began.
“The fire awaits all sinners, and their flesh will melt aw ay.”
Lucy is a fourteen-year-old girl brought up in a fanatical r eligious sect that aims to take over
the whole world under a deity called ‘the Magnifico’. Children born into the sect ar e raised
in communes headed by ‘Fathers’. For some unknown reason, Lucy and another child, Paul,
do not live in a commune, but are strictly raised by so-called ‘Aunt’ Sarah in the groundfloor flat of the Father’s private house. He lives upstairs, and a mystery tenant lives on the
second floor.
Lucy’s experience of life is limited to the ground-floor flat, prayer meetings and the Magnifico’s
school, where children are educated with the aim of infiltrating influential positions in the
outside world, working as skivvies or breeding future followers of the Holy Cause. When she
suffers humiliation at school assembly, her trust in the religion begins to collapse, and through
two school friends she learns some of the secr ets of the sect.
Her aim is to escape before she is sixteen, when she will either be compulsoril y married to
one of the Fathers in the name of the Magnifico , or disposed of as unsuitable to fur ther the
Holy Cause. She does not know who to trust and
wants to formulate an escape plan, but the matter is
28th August 2015
taken out of her hands when the Father’s enemies
9781784623661
invade his house and she has no choice but to flee ...
£9.99
Paperback
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Fiction - Thriller

THE CRAZY

PSYCHOLOGIST

+ebook

Miller H Caldwell

A new teenage assessment centre has been purpose-built on the island of Rousay in the Orkney
Islands. Dr Angie Lawrence is the Clinical Psycholog y Director. She uses unor thodox methods
to improve the lives of elective mutes and truants, plus children who are aggressive, have been
abused or ar e suffering from eating disor ders. Dr La wrence takes some kids skinn y dipping;
others she giv es sessions with Har ry, an African Grey parrot also on the staff, together with
Arthur, a Basset Hound. Along with her slightl y unusual treatments, she also giv es her patients
responsibilities to overcome their traumas.
“That’s the beauty of Rousay. We are the safety net. They find a freedom they never had before.”
Her husband, Sam, is an ar tist and delighted to be on Orkne y to further his seascapes, but he
becomes increasingly concerned about Angie’s unorthodox treatment plans. As the traumas of
Angie’s early life and the demons of her past ar e explored, Sam struggles mor e and more to
understand the methods in her madness.
Why did Angie became a psychologist in the first place? Can she bring together a fractured family
before it is too late? And can she cope with two doctorate students who are not what they seem
to be..?

28th August 2015
9781910667248
£8.99
Paperback

www.netherholmpublications.com
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Fiction – Thriller

NOT SINGLE SPIES
Robin Duval

+ebook

A world where privacy is a thing of the past...
Bryn Williams lives quietly in Ealing, West London, writing popular
history articles for magazines. Things have not been g oing well for
him – his computer has been hacked and his bank account emptied.
He is increasingly aware that his actions – on the str eet and online
– are being monitored.

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784622985
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

The woman he loves stops returning his phone calls and emails, and
he becomes concerned for her safety. Then on a research trip to an
English Civil War battlefield, he stumbles on a dead body in a car
and his life changes forever...

www.robinduval.co.uk

THE GHOST
Andrew Lowe

+ebook

How deep would you dig to keep your secret buried?
Dorian Cook is a jaded film critic , haunted by a horrific prank that
defined his impo verished childhood. When an old acquaintance
resurfaces, seeking revenge, Cook finds himself the reluctant hero of
a real-life movie, where he’s forced to protect his family and fight for
his life.
Love and hate . Retribution and r edemption. Death and r ebirth. The
Ghost is a chilling, compulsive thriller which sho ws how an ordinary
man can be driven to do extraordinary things.
Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623005
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

“A good whodunnit. Take on holiday to while away those lazy hours on the
beach.” Mojomums

www.andrewlowewriter.com
4
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Fiction - Thriller

DARKSTONE

Dave Rigby
“The wolf caught a scent on the br eeze and walked slowly away from the icy
waters of the loch, towards the darkness of the forest. The wolf pawed at the
earth, twitched its nostrils and began digging, pushing snow, sandy soil and pine
needles aside with rapid movements of its front paws. Its claws scratched
against the torn, black plastic and dug into exposed flesh...”
Ellis Landsman, a forester living in the Scottish Outlands, is shocked to discover a wolf in his
forest pawing at the unco vered body of a y oung woman. He rescues the body and mak es the
long snow-covered journey to Glasg ow to r eport the death and hand the body o ver to the
Brigade – the semi-militaristic security f orce that has replaced the police.
Due to bitter experience , Ellis is reluctant to trust the Brigade to full y investigate the woman’s
death and so he decides to do some detectiv e work of his o wn. He wants to kno w who the
woman is, how she died and how she came to be buried on his land.
Helped in his daunting task b y active ‘oppositionists’ Lorna, Gam, Colette and the m ysterious
Lemmy, Ellis discovers Darkstone, a shadowy undercover security operation that r eaches right
to the heart of the Brigade. Will he succeed in his investigations or will the Brigade force him to
abandon his mission and retreat back to the Outlands..? ‘
Set in the 2020s, Darkstone is a fast-paced, dystopian novel
that will appeal to readers who enjoy thrillers.

5

28th June 2015
9781784622107
£8.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Thriller

THE QUIET WAR

Video online

Peter Widdows

+ebook

If the European Union becomes a single f ederal state it will be the w orld’s
largest economic and military superpower, and its leader will be the
most powerful person the world has ever seen.
Following a routine interview with an eccentric European politician, journalist Sean McManus
finds himself suddenly embroiled in a deadly power struggle within the European Parliament.
When his interviewee is murdered, Sean picks up the trail of cor ruption and deceit that led
to his death.
His investigation takes him on a journe y through the Eur opean parliament to a danger ous
neo-Nazi organisation, which believes that the Second World War never truly ended and that
the current peace is nothing more than a ceasefire. As Sean quickly tries to come to grips with
the complexities of European politics, his inexperience sees him used to inadvertently further
the Nazi cause and ruin an innocent man’s life in the process.
Back home in England and licking his w ounds, Sean sees a news article about politician, Anna
Faustein, that piques his interest. Reinvigorated, he heads back to Brussels to find out why the
young German politician has suddenly changed her views on Europe. As Sean sets out on his
investigation, he finds himself on the trail of po werful neo-Nazis and corrupt E.U. politicians,
as he confronts the ideology of 1930’s Germany...
28th June 2015
9781784622749
£7.99
Paperback
6
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Fiction – Thriller

THE LOXLEY TRUST
+ebook

John Rowland Hough

If he were still alive today, Robin Hood would be viewed as a threat
to the government – a non-violent terrorist. The historical Robin
acted within the context of Norman/Saxon Britain; the Robin in this
book operates internationally and sees himself as acting f or global
justice, fairness, and against all governments, companies and
individuals who prosper from violent conflict and who violate
international agreements on human rights.
The Loxley Trust describes the background and actions of a UN
commander who is sent to Africa to protect a village, where he is
attacked by a well-armed rabble of child soldiers, high on drugs,
leaving no opportunity for negotiation. Robin aims to change the
world, one by one, but it won’t be quick or easy...

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623241
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

DEAD MAN’S LEGACY

+ebook

Marion Leigh

Sergeant Petra Minx of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police is
ecstatic when her quirky boss, A.K., orders her to catch the next
plane to the Bahamas to meet the legendar y Betty Graceby, a retired
Canadian singer and ex-Vegas dancer. The complaints Betty has been
filing against her rowdy and unpleasant grandson Ken have finally
caught the attention of the authorities. But why the sudden interest?
As the action moves from Nassau to Las Vegas and on to the Great
Lakes of North America, Petra develops a deep affection for Betty
and her simple fact-finding mission becomes m uch more personal.
She uncovers a viper’s nest of hatred, greed, treachery and lust and
comes to understand that LePinto’s influence is as per vasive in
death as it was in lif e. The dead man’s legacy is a weighty one...
7

Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784623487
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Thriller/ Crime

DEATH BY
DANGEROUS
Olly Jarvis

+ebook

John Anderson is one of the Nor th West’s most dedicated and
successful prosecution barristers. But the life he once knew suddenly
comes crashing down following a fatal road traffic accident...

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623494
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Recovering from his injuries, he has no memor y of the collision.
Was he responsible for the death of a child? Facing charges of
causing death by dangerous driving, the professional and personal
life he once knew now lies in tatters. Anderson knows that defeat
means deliverance to a prison full of violent criminals he has
prosecuted over the years. He now has to find the strength to fight
the most important trial of his life.
“Brilliant book and I will defo read more books by this author.”
Goodreads

MALAGA
MYSTERIES
John Hardy

Video online

+ebook

Malaga Mysteries is a feast of thirty-two thought-provoking short
stories set on the Costa del Sol, written by ex-pat author John
Hardy, who has lived in the region for 20 years. Packed with tales of
murder, extortion, robbery, obsession and people trafficking, all have
a twist in the tail. They are also all written with a light touch and a
dash of humour.

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784622756
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

The anthology gives a real flavour of Spain – from the beaches of
the Costa del Sol to the mountainous hinterland. The day-to-day
life, the celebrations and the interplay between the locals, ex-pats
and hordes of holidaymakers who together inhabit the region blend
together in this highly enjoyable fiesta of a book.

www.johnhardybooks.com
8
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Fiction – Crime

THE
STEALERS

+ebook

Charles Hall

A rip-roaring read that takes Jack Crane into the heart of a deadly crime...
Jack Crane’s quiet retirement from the army is shattered when his iconic Red Mustang is stolen
by a gang of vicious car thieves. Come what may, he wants his car back! Jack corners one of the
gang members, a feisty young woman who is being coerced into the gang by its leader, Bradley.

‘Your Mustang, it’s tucked away in France, somewhere not too far from Boulogne. I think he’s going to
keep your car for himself for a while. I also overheard him talking to a movie company about using
the Mustang on one of their sets . They were offering to pay good money.’

She agrees to help Crane , but before long they are drawn into a danger ous web, which takes
them from East Anglia to France. Help arrives in the form of the gang’s French security guard –
an unlikely hero who is a ppalled to r ealise that the gang’ s sinister dealings also include child
abduction. The trio find themselves embedded in a deadly crime syndicate.
Cunning and r esourceful, gang leader Bradle y returns to the UK wher e he ensnar es a close
friend of Crane and holds her to ransom.
It will tak e all of Crane’ s SAS skills to stop his
murderous intent…
28th August 2015
9781784623593
£9.99
Paperback
9
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Fiction – Crime

ONTRETO

Peter Crawley

+ebook

Praise for Peter Crawley’s previous book Boarding House Reach:
“For readers with a passion for engaging with compelling and genuine characters ”
Books Monthly
Richard Ross rubs his fingers over his scalp. His eyes sting from the salt and the hour s of concentration
and his ears buzz with silence. He can hear someone shouting. No, not one man, but two. They are
arguing in Italian and their argument de velops an angry, threatening edge. One of the men begins to
scream and plead, “No, per favore, no, Ci–”, followed by a muffled choking and scuffling of feet. And
then, silence: both profound and chilling, and pressed beneath the enormous weight of the f og.
Arriving on the unspoiled island of Lipari, off the coast of Sicily, Ric Ross carries with him a letter
of introduction to Valeria Vaccariello, an aging star of Italian cinema who lives alone in the House
of Strangers; a woman known locally as la strega – the witch. Ric is also befriended by Il Velaccino,
a sailmaker who seems to know everyone and everything that goes on in the island. But when a
politician is shot dead, Ric’s search for his family’s history soon grows into a quest to pr ove his
innocence...
Ontreto is a contemporary crime thriller, told through the eyes of a y oung man who comes to
the island of Lipari in search of his forebears.
28th June 2015
9781784620110
£8.99
Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Mazzeri ISBN 9781780885384 £8.99
Boarding House Reach ISBN 9781783063390 £8.99
The Truth In Fiction ISBN 9781784625368 £9.99
10
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Fiction – Crime

THE
CINDERELLA
MURDERS

+ebook

David Cargill

Praise for The Statue of Three Lies:
“Excellent... different from most mysteries...
it will be treasured along with my other magic books.”
John W. Apperson, President, Society of American Magicians (2004-2005)
Giles, Professor of Magic and Illusion, is invited to join the cast during their r ehearsals at the
oldest working theatre in Scotland. ‘The Cinderella Murders’, destined to become a West End hit
needs a ‘wow factor’ and Giles is the man to cr eate illusions which will mesmerize and delight
audiences. But the r ehearsals themselves are dogged b y illusions, misdirections, tricks and
random inexplicable happenings.
When a member of the group dies suddenly there appear to be no reason for anyone to suspect
foul play. Anyone, other than Giles.
But the unsuspected killer has made one fatal mistake. Failure to factor in the presence of Giles
with his astute understanding of the human mind and his uncann y powers of deduction which
have been used to such eff ect in solving crimes pr eviously thought to be insoluble . Tragically,
there is a heavy price to pay...
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Statue of Three Lies ISBN 9781848767515 £16.99
The Gauntlet of Fear ISBN 9781780883236 £8.99

www.davidcargill.co.uk
11

28th July 2014
9781784623784 (pb)
9781784623906 (hb)
£7.99 (pb) £12.99 (hb)
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Fiction – Crime

THE
PILTDOWN
PICASSO

Robin Richards

+ebook

“A thoroughly enjoyable criminal drama set in the fascinating and often shady
world of art. Highly recommended.”
The Wishing Shelf
Robin Richards previous book, LE-JOG-ed (Matador, 2013) won the General Non-Fiction
prize at the Beach Book Festival 2015, as well as being shortlisted for several other awar ds.
Matthew (Fax) Fairfax, a man with a past, arrives back in London after spending some y ears
travelling and is quickl y drawn into the ca pital’s fine ar t community. After helping a friend out
with a favour he finds himself framed as the prime suspect when celebrity Mika Slade , who has
recently purchased a dubious Picasso, is gunned down.
Fairfax is released from police custody due to lack of evidence and joins forces with Gabi, Slade’s
zany PA, in an attempt to identify the murderer. They discover that beneath the gloss and polish
of London’s art world lurks a sleazy underbell y of drugs, insurance scams and ar t fraud. An
industry where crooked dealers threaten, maim, kidnap and m urder to ensure their lucrative
trade continues in a rigged marketplace where no work of art is quite what it seems.
When Gabi is tak en hostage, and possibly poisoned by the fumes fr om the ar t forger’s lethal
liquid Bakelite, Fairfax confronts the scam’s mastermind in a dramatic and fatal climax high above
the Turbine Hall of Tate Modern.
28th July 2015
9781784623197
£6.99
Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
LE-JOG-ed ISBN 9781783060535 £8.99
12
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Fiction – Crime/Historical

SEWING THE
SHADOWS TOGETHER
+ebook

Alison Baillie
“An excellent debut from an accomplished writer...
Compelling reading.”
Sarah Ward, author of In Bitter Chill

More than 30 years after 13-year-old Shona McIver was raped and
murdered in Portobello, the seaside suburb of Edinburgh, the crime
still casts a shadow over the lives of her brother Tom and her best
friend Sarah. When modern DNA evidence shows that the wrong
man was convicted of the crime, the case is reopened. The
foundations of Sarah’s perfect family life begin to crumble as she
realises that nothing is as it a ppears. Dark secrets from the past are
uncovered, and there is another death, before the identity of the
real killer is finally revealed...

Published: 28th August 2015
ISBN: 9781784623555
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

WHO WILL BE
YOUR JUDGE
Video online

+ebook

Edie Watney Judd

Two brothers, Billy and Richard, experience a difficult childhood
growing up in the East End. Evacuated from London during the Blitz,
they are sheltered at the House of Nazareth under the control of
some vicious nuns. The war claims the lives of both their parents,
and they are rehomed once more until separated by adoption. .
Years later Billy has turned to criminal activities when his dr eam of
becoming a boxer is shattered. Richard, now a priest, tries to
persuade his brother to give up his life of crime, It is only when Billy
is asked to clear his grandmother's flat and finds a letter – a letter
which contains a secret – that everything starts to change for both
him and Richard...
13

Published: 28th August 2015
ISBN: 9781784623722
Price: £14.99
Binding: Hardback
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Fiction – Historical

A ROARING LION

Carl Richardson

+ebook

August 1939... John Stanford leaves England with his wife Helen to go
and live in Ireland (Eire) just before the start of WW2, in order to
escape the war. However, Stanford finds that escape is not as easy as
he had imagined and, as events unfold, he faces increasingly serious
consequences for himself, and for his relationship with his wife.

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784622961
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

He makes the acquaintance of Vincent Fitzgerald, a former teacher
from Galway. As they talk, it gradually becomes clear that, although
their lives have been very different, their experiences have given
them both very similar insights into some of the basic elements of
human relationships, especially their experiences of love for women.
Events take their course, with tragic consequences for both men...

LEGACY OF VAN
DIEMEN’S LAND
Shelagh Mazey

+ebook

Machiavellian character Nathan Meakins is transpor
ted to the
antipodes to suffer the hardships of the colonial penal system. Hated
and feared by his fellow prisoners, it appears as though the e vil and
devious Nathan has finall y got his comeuppance . But in his
determination to return to Somerset and settle the scor e, innocent
people become embroiled in his wicked plans...

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623067
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

“(From Dawn to Deadly Nightshade) is a gripping storyline and obvious
research make for a very good read” Historical Novel Society
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Brandy Row ISBN 9781780882451 £7.99
Dawn To Deadly Nightshade ISBN 9781783060238 £8.99
14
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Fiction – Historical

SEE OUT THE
CRAZY TIMES

Sylvia Hikins
Winter, 1939. Edna and Lucy, along with new-born babies Jack and Lily, return to London during
the war to a w orld gone mad. Forced to liv e underground, sleeping on the dark and ding y
platforms of the Underground, they emerge each day to be confronted by bombed-out houses,
already picked over by looters, spivs, black market traders and swindlers.
When the war ends, Lucy, a bright and ambitious w oman, seizes the oppor tunities that their
changed society now offers. Meanwhile, Edna remains rooted in the old beliefs of kinship and
community. Struggling to o vercome the trauma of fiv e years of conflict and unable to come to
terms with her separation from her husband, Edna worries that life will never be the same again.
Robbed of their childhood b y the war, Jack, Lily and her y ounger brother George attempt to
forge their own definitions of normality. When as a teenager Lil y discovers a scrap of paper in
the lining of a classy cashmere coat gifted to her from the American Red Cross, she jumps at the
opportunity to follow its trail, which leads her to a famous poet and a chance to r eclaim her
place in a broken world.
See Out the Crazy Times shares the stories of five people whose lives have been changed forever
by the war. It is a lif e-affirming story, bitter-sweet, filled with laughter, anger and hope , that will
appeal to readers who enjoy fiction about the second world war and its aftermath.
28th June 2015
9781784622831
£8.99
Paperback
15
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Fiction – Historical

ONE SUMMER
IN ARCADIA

Bill Page

+ebook

Praise for Bill Page’s previous book, The Sower of the Seeds of Dreams:
“What Page has done with this novel is to pr oduce a work based on a solid historical
platform but seamlessly weave fiction with a supernatural element, and in doing so tells
a wonderfully balanced story” – Sir Read-A-Lot
In the dying years of Roman Britain’s golden age, a great villa stands in a shelter ed coomb near
a vineyard on the western edge of the hills.
Canio now owns this villa estate , bought with illicitly acquired gold. And with the villa came his
mistress, the beautiful and enigmatic Trifosa.
Antoninus has just inherited magnificent Villa Censorini, where he and Trifosa once lived when
they were children (and then lovers?). Now returned after seven traumatic years in the army, he
is about to host a splendid homecoming par ty. Canio and Trifosa are both invited.
And then, riding slo wly up the coomb out of the g olden light of the setting sun, comes the
government agent Macrinius Lunaris – and walking unseen beside him is the daemon Thanatos,
whom the Greeks knew as the bringer of death...
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

28th August 2015
9781784623821
£7.99
Paperback

The Sower of the Seeds of Dr eams
ISBN 9781848766105 £7.99

www.billpageauthor.co.uk
16
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Fiction – Historical

A SET
OF LIES

+ebook

Carolyn McCrae

Praise for Carolyn McCrae’s previous book, Highly Unsuitable Girl:
“With its wickedly well-painted characters and intriguing storyline, this novel is a
beautifully observed, sometimes shocking account of power, regret and self-discovery”
Yattar Yattar
Napoleon Bonaparte, a celebrated but contr oversial figure, and one of the gr eatest wartime
commanders, reluctantly surrenders to the British. From here, as generations of history students
know, he is exiled to St Helena and liv es out his life as a captive.
However, what if Bona parte was too valuable an asset f or the English to exile to a r emote
colony? What if, instead, an audacious plan was enacted, with approval from the highest level of
Government – substituting Napoleon for a double and thereby changing the course of histor y?
And what if the agent behind the daring plan felt compelled to leave his own record of events in
a secret diary? One that could onl y be disco vered if the thr ee clues contained within his
notebook, letter and lock et could be f ound and decipher ed? And what w ould happen if this
secret was discovered by chance, over 200 years later...?
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Last Dance ISBN 9781905237739 £7.99
Walking Alone ISBN 9781905886517 £7.99
Runaways ISBN 9781906510848 £7.99
Highly Unsuitable Girl ISBN 9781780880662 £6.99

www.carolynmccrae.com
17

28th June 2015
9781784622763
£9.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Historical

FAR AWAY
Victoria Blake

+ebook

In an Italian prison camp in the summer of 1942, two men, Michael
Armstrong and Harry Maynard, first meet. To relieve the boredom of
captivity, Michael suggest that they write together.

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623401
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Many years later, Michael’s son, Ian, is selling his father’ s house and
stumbles across his war time notebooks. Ian finds himself
encountering a father he ne ver knew. At a charity lunch, Ian meets
Rose, Harry’s elderly sister, and her daughter , Clare. Rose identifies
Harry as the writer of the fairytale and explains that she longs to find
out what happened to her brother. She later confides in Ian about her
brief encounter with Michael, which led to the bir th of Clare. After
learning the truth, Ian and Clar e decide to tra vel to Italy to tr y and
solve the puzzle of what really happened to Harry...

THE REICH DEVICE
Richard D. Handy

+ebook

Professor Gustav Mayer is rid dled with guilt after making a
monumental discovery: a new technology a century ahead of its time.
But his secret is not safe, the world is not safe – a new menace rises
in 1930’s Germany. Mayer’s world spirals out of contr ol; hunted b y
ruthless killers fr om the ne wly formed SS, a game of brinkmanship
begins. Who is the grey man? Assassin or protector?

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623456
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

A global trail of espionage leads fr om Berlin to New York, Cairo, and
London – but is it all a grand deception?What are German spies doing
in South Africa? What does this ha ve to do with big American
corporations?

www.richardhandy.com
18
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Fiction – Historical/ Poetry

THE SAGE TRAIN

Nicky Hansell
Friedrich Nietzsche is dead. Not only that, but he’s lost and alone,
climbing a mountain with no one to talk to . So, when he spies
someone coming towards him, he’s delighted. Surely this man is an
Overman; someone who walks his o wn path? The writer, G. K.
Chesterton, is no Nietzschean hero. But he does have a knapsack of
food. It’s not long before some of history’s greatest ever
philosophers are seen winding their way towards them.
A blend of biography, philosophy and fiction, The Sage Train
introduces the reader to the minds of these and other luminaries;
Aristotle, John Stuart Mill, the pleasure seeker Aristippus, A J Ayer,
Aquinas and Baruch Spinoza. The philosophy comes to life, allowing
the reader to compare the ideas and how useful they still are today.

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623555
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

WALKING WITH
ANGELS
+ebook

Claire-Louise Price

Walking With Angels is a collection of poems written during a unique
four-year journey taken by the author, in which she explores the
concepts of love, loss, hope, gratitude, spirituality and courage, all
featured in sharp relief. These emotions can be dulled b y the
routine of our everyday lives. Through her poems, Claire-Louise
Price captures and celebrates the elusive, and often overlooked,
qualities of human existence.
A collection that seeks to uplift the r eader, bringing inspiration and
hope. Walking with Angels resonates not only with poetry lovers but
with anyone who has experienced the joys and sorrows of life, love
and loss, which is just about all of us.
19

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623272
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Poetry

A PREMODERNIST
MANIFESTO
Mike Pantling
A Pre-Modernist Manifesto is a collection of poetr y and prose that focuses on three fundamental
aspects of lif e – pleasur e, pain and pr ofit. The poems f or pleasure and pain ar e principally
concerned with the highs and lo ws of everyday living which are part of our common humanity.
In contrast, the poems f or profit are avowedly political and ar e topical in the context of the
recent call by Tristram Hunt for a revival of left-wing history.
WEDDING JITTERS
Some of our photographs betray
The qualms I suffered on the day
I gave my first-born child away,
Watching her walk in bridal dress
Towards an untried tenderness.
But later photographs attest
That she’s laid all my fears to rest,
And that her loving heart knew best.
Thus, when our children make their choice,
We should trust nature, and rejoice.
This unique collection pr ovides examples of the construction and a ppreciation of traditional
poetry and adopts the socialist a pproach to writing
history pioneered by J. L. & B. Hammond. Based on fact
28th August 2015
and fictional elements fr om the Anglo-Saxons to the
9781784623647
present day, A Pre-Modernist Manifesto will appeal to
£8.50
Paperback
lovers of traditional poetry and prose.
20
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

KINCH

Video online

+ebook

Laurie Evan Owen

“Owen’s vivid, haunting writing takes you on a journey unlike any other ,
to a land you won’t forget.”
Dr. Maggie Butt, poet and Associate Dean of Middlesex University
Articulate, finely structured, well-paced and subversively original,
Kinch is an intellectual white-knuckle ride.
Set in a time which is no w or any time, in a place which is England or an ywhere, and against a
backdrop of barbaric extr emes of r eligio-political corruption, 14-year-old Kinch and his
associates, Pigeon and Br ownie, each tr y to salvage coher ence and integrity fr om the moral
chaos that surrounds them. Kinch is a fantasist, romantically obsessed with avenging the murder
of his anarchist father; Pigeon is an insecure literate naïf of unknown parentage, and Brownie an
itinerant actor and frustrated poet now in the pay of the religio-political hierarchy as an informer.
Taking place in and ar ound the walled cathedral city of Axton, the story charts the adventures
of its thr ee main characters o ver a se ven-day period. As we follow them thr ough their subuniverse of violence, farce and melodrama, our own notions of cognition, motive and memory
are teased apart to expose the subtly redemptive epiphanies of the organic and material w orld.
The form and unique a ppearance of the no vel are
resonant with the rh ythms and cadences of painting and
music, while the l yrical and thrillingl y expressive text
becomes in itself an agent f
or the v ery nature of
perception.
21

28th August 2015
9781784623623
£9.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

LAST SARDANA

Ray Harwood

+ebook

Who can really tell what influence there is on an unborn c hild by the activity
of the mother prior to releasing her offspring into the hard, tough world? But
there is, undoubtedly, a relationship – usually built for life.
Last Sardana begins the stor y of a mother , Maria Martinez, and 12-y ear-old son P edro, with
modest beginnings in Rosas, a Spanish Costa Bra va fishing village . Set in the fifties, Maria was
widowed by a tragic disaster at sea. Together they uproot south to be under the wing of her
brother-in-law, who is developing an hotel on the Mar tinez family land.
With linked hands, the human circle perambulated, moving to the left in the pr ecise step sequences
that had been the format through centuries of performance.
Maria and Pedro, in their separate ways, become pivotal to that. There Pedro is exposed to the
‘University of Life’ through adolescence itself. His creative talent is encouraged and exposed, as
are the challenges of a v eritable fan club of contemporar y girlfriends, discovering their o wn
emotions and playing with his. Diverse characters comprising the initial hotel clientele enter his
life, as do a field of sunflowers and a deaf, mute boy whose great artistic talents Peter discovers,
to take into the future. Maria finds new and exciting love too...

28th July 2015
9781784623302
£9.99
Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Sardana Encore ISBN 9781784623319 £9.99
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

SARDANA
ENCORE

Ray Harwood

+ebook

In Rosas, on the north-eastern coast of Spain, Pedro ‘Peter’ Martinez’s
lifestyle certainly replicated the passion, creativity, bonding and fun generated
by his greatest fan and most severe critic, his mother Maria.
Sardana Encore welcomes the reader back like an old friend. The now thriving Mar tinez hotel
reaches the end of its first season and P edro – influenced by the family priest to see himself as
‘Peter’, the international traveller – prepares to begin studies in London and lif e with flatmates,
who in time join the famil y circle.
Peter’s architectural ability removed him from his Spanish homeland, spiriting him off to London
and a brief sojourn in Malaysia; yet he was always magnetised back to the biggest love
in his life... his mother.
However, milestone e vents on his journe y leave an indelible mark on his lif e. A balance is
struck to no lesser extent than the fair ytale romantic interlude in Mala ysia, where Peter’s
emotional taste buds ar e discovered. In the UK, as he embarks on a successful car eer, his
Catalan ties still bind and seeds ther e take root... and the bitter fruits of an ancient enmity
are laid ready to be reaped...

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

28th July 2015
9781784623319
£9.99
Paperback

Last Sardana ISBN 9781784623302 £9.99
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

A SPANNER
IN THE WORKS

Simon M Devine

+ebook

A Spanner in the Works is a light-hearted and comical novel
combined with a political thriller...
Toby Shanks is a walking disaster zone de void of sense , style or an y other redeeming feature.
This low-flying civil servant stumbles through his career pausing only to cause havoc through his
ineptitude. Rather than sacking him, his public sector employers promote him and transfer him
on to unsuspecting colleagues. Toby Shanks rises thr ough the ranks of the civil ser vice on the
back of his blunders until a clerical er ror lands him a glamor ous role in the g overnment’s
publicity agency.
As Toby struggles ineff ectively to come to terms with his ne w job, a politicall y embarrassing
incident brings him to the attention of the Russian secret service and he falls in to the amorous
clutches of one of their top agents, Helga Schmitt. The lovestruck Toby is manipulated in to a
high-level position by the Russians and unwittingly primed to deliver a devastating blow to TransAtlantic relationships, just as the new US President arrives on a state visit.
Having revealed to Parliament that his employer is spying on behalf of the CIA, Toby is targeted
for elimination by the security services of Britain, Russia and the USA.As the vengeful elite forces
of the superpowers close in on the hapless Toby he unexpectedly finds himself face to face with
the leaders of the free world in a cobbled alle y in East
28th August 2015
London. And he has a loaded gun in his hand...
9781784623616
£9.99
Paperback
24
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

EPITAPH
FOR A
WORKING
MAN
+ebook

Erhard von Büren
Trans. Helen Wallimann

“How earthy ... is the old man ’s behaviour, are his repartees and the monologues which
Erhard von Büren has picked up with a sur e touch and converted into authentic spoken
language."
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, review of the original in the S wiss press

"I'm glad to have stumbled across Epitaph For A Working Man as it is a well-written,
thought-provoking story. It is different and original and, although action story fans
probably would not enjoy its slow, small pace, I would like to r ecommend it to
those who like to try a mor e unusual read. "
Goodreads
Epitaph for a Working Man is a vivid, unsentimental yet intensely moving portrayal of an old man
who, in spite of his failing health, stubbornly continues to actively enjoy life – going to the pub,
smoking and drinking, doing stonemason’ s jobs, observing and commenting on the people
around him.
Set in 1980’s Switzerland, Erhard von Büren’s account, written from the viewpoint of the son, is
dispassionate and occasionally harsh, but becomes a lo ving homage to the father. The whole of
the old man’ s life is enca psulated in his final y ear: his
28th June 2015
toughness and his weakness, his dedication, his roughness
9781784622992
and his gentleness.
£8.99
Paperback
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Fiction– Modern and Contemporary

THE CAPTAIN
LOVES CAVIAR

Chilli Kippen

+ebook

On the surface Antonio Peppos, better know as Peppe, seems pleasant and willing to oblige –
the perfect manservant – but all is not as it seems. The cabin ste ward to a gr oup of A list
passengers on board the five star cruise ship Pacific Belle , Peppe is headed to Singa pore with a
secret agenda…
There is something about Peppe, but who can put their finger on it?
When it comes to masterminding plots, he’s not alone! It seems the onl y innocents on boar d
are the unsuspecting passengers –Alexander Pushkin Goldfarb, an eccentric Jewish gambler from
New York, included. In an upstairs-downstairs glimpse at cruising, the passengers get much more
than they bargained for on this trip of a lif etime.
The Captain Lo ves Caviar is a ca pricious, whimsical r ead with a highl y developed sense of the
absurd that transports the reader on a journey to an astonishing and unpredictable ending. Chilli
Kippen has created an authentic list of eccentric and sophisticated characters that will delight
the reader with their hilarious Machiavellian antics.
“So hilarious! A riotous romp that’s sharply intelligent and refreshingly zany.”
Selena Summers, author of Feng Shui in Five Minutes
28th July 2015
9781784622695
£12.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary

“O” IS FOR
ORPHAN AND
OPTIMIST

+ebook

Drew Harrington
One life,
Four loves…

Growing up in the 40s and 50s, Charlotte is surrounded by the secrecy of her birth. Orphaned
at four years old after the death of her father and unaware of both her mother and her mother’s
family, she is under the car e of the God-f earing Miss Henrietta Prior when she meets Ralph
Fielding. Two years later she quits her job in n ursing, marries Ralph and moves abroad... against
the advice of Miss Prior.
Charlotte blossoms during the next three years with Ralph and their two children, but her hard
earned triumphs are cruelly shattered by Ralph’s unexpected and unwelcome departure, made
with a cold calculating pr ecision, some years later. As a result, she is left to dig deep into her
resources and begins to write a book as one of the wa ys to support her family.
In her vulnerable state, Charlotte falls for Tom Wilder, a plausible but married man. Their affair is
long and turbulent and eventually ends painfully before another tragedy strikes, leaving her with
more heartache and the impossible notion that ha ppier times could lie ahead. She resolves to
look for her lost famil y after receiving a letter that leads her to America, where she makes an
extraordinary discovery. Will she finally find fulfilment?
A story of courage, optimism and human frailty, ‘O’ is for
Orphan and Optimist is a fictional biogra phy that will
appeal to readers who enjoy more than a hint of truth in
their stories.
27

28th July 2015
9781784622572
£14.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Modern and Contemporary/ Romance

THE PRICE OF LOVE

Deanna Maclaren
‘The difference between this and a hundred other first novels about
young girls married to wily wives is that Deanna Maclaren writes with
such a lovely, bubbly sense of fun and a hawk-sharp eye for absurdity.’
Daily Telegraph
Seeking adventure, and encouraged b y her Fr ench lover Jean-Paul,
Helen heads for Paris. He is furious when she gets a cleaning job and
starts an affair with sexy bad-boy Alexis.
Published: 28th September 2015
ISBN: 9781784623630
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Strangers in a Garden ISBN 9781848765566 £8.99
In Bed With Mr. Plantagenet ISBN 9781783062096 £8.99

VERMILION SKIES
Wendela Lumley

+ebook

Set in Chile , Vermilion Skies follows the lif e of Milana, a shantyto wn
girl, who struggles with the legacy of an abusiv e step father, the daily
taunts of drug pedlars who lust after her and an imagination f ed by
books she finds in charity bags. When tragedy tears thr ough the
flimsy fabric of her lif e it is Santiago, a stranger she finds w orking by
the river who will offer her an unusual means of escape.

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784622947
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Eligible and aristocratic, Santiago is an artist on the brink of fame who
is trapped in a nightmare of his own. While their love will drive them
across continents, shattering all the bar riers of convention, Santiago
and Milana disco ver themselves to be the innocent victims of an
appalling crime and a secr et that thr eatens to de vastate their
relationship...

28
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Fiction – Romance

THICKER THAN
SOUP
Audio online

+ebook

Kathryn Joyce

“Kathryn Joyce gives the reader an incredible insight, particularly into life in
Pakistan and she weaves an engaging story.”
Linda’s Bookbag
Focused on their careers, Sally Lancing, the daughter of a Pakistani immigrant and English mother,
and John Sommers, the much-loved son of adoptiv e parents, are equally committed to a childfree future. Then a surprise pregnancy – and doubts about the paternity – hurls them both into
new, but separate, lives.
Devastated by the loss of her job, her partner, and her home, Sally and her baby son embark on
a journey to Pakistan to meet her father’ s distant family. Once there, Sally’s eyes are opened to
a world that challenges her deepest beliefs. Meanwhile, John hides his vulnerability behind
increasing success as a restaurateur. But the baby has rattled skeletons, and, unable to avoid his
past, he too embarks on a journe y – to find his bir th parents.
As their horizons br oaden and their vie ws are challenged, the child, Sammy, is an innocent but
enduring link. Thicker Than Soup is a story of love, loss and discovery that explores the concepts
of morality and independence as Sall y and John attempt to build separate futur es. Until, that is,
providence stirs life’s mixing bowl once more, and Sammy is again the crucial ingredient...
28th June 2015
9781784622640
£8.99
Paperback

www.kathrynjoyceauthor.co.uk
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Fiction – Romance

THE
UNFORGIVING
SHORE

Gil Hogg

+ebook

Praise for Gil Hogg’s previous book, Codename Wolf:
“It is well worth the read and I can imagine readers would have much to
discuss.” newBooks
Young Ellen Colbert 'deserts' her paralysed husband when she can no longer bear caring for him.
She takes work as par t of the kitchen staff at the Mar chmont mansion, where she meets the
charming John Marchmont, who whisks her off to Australia.
For months John and Ellen enjoy their lives at Mirabilly, a vast cattle station in the nor th owned
by the Marchmonts, until a lawyer's letter arrives for John. They discover that by an accident of
family deaths and a destroyed will he has inherited the bulk of the Marchmont wealth. John sets
off immediately for London, leaving a jilted Ellen behind.
John returns to Mirabilly four years later to discover that Ellen has married the head stockman
and has a young son, Paul, who was born soon after J ohn left for London. When Paul's father is
tragically drowned, he begins to hear rumours about his true par entage… his mother denies it,
but could he be Marchmont's son?
This contemporary novel deals with the impor tance of kno wing your paternity. Filled with
romance and famil y issues, The Unforgiving Shore is a
28th June 2015
gripping read for fans of r omantic fiction, as w ell as
9781784622596
those who enjoy a family saga.
£10.99
Paperback

www.gillhogg.co.uk
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Fiction – Romance

THE SUMMER
WITH LUDMILA

+ebook

Pat Benson
Looking for love can take you on unexpected journeys...

Ben Smith is a g ood-looking, likeable young man who has a w ell-paid job in the City. On paper,
it looks as if Ben is one of the lucky ones – but he sud denly wants more from life. He wants to
find somebody to love.
‘He wanted to walk along a seafront hand-in-hand with his Miss Right, but he had more chance of
winning the Lottery jackpot at that particular moment in time.’
He hopes that mo ving from London to Oxf ord will bring him ne w opportunities, but still the
perfect match eludes him. He tries speed dating and Lonel y Hearts adverts – yet all his dates
end in humiliation, and Ben is left w ondering what might be wr ong with him. Until he
unexpectedly meets Ludmila; a beautiful au pair from Eastern Europe. Can she be his Miss Right?
Will he find true love and happiness after all?
The Summer With Ludmila is a touching account of the life of a young man and his search for the
girl of his dreams. It’s a story of loneliness, love and romance, all centered around themes that
will resonate with the modern r eader – a story that will make you laugh and cr y and that will
stay with you forever.
28th June 2015
9781784622978
£14.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Fantasy

GUARDIAN

Dan Gleed

+ebook

Paul Moncton and his close friend Matt ar e out hunting in Kenya. Attacked by a marauding lion,
Matt is killed and eaten. Too afraid to face the animal, Paul attempts to flee , breaking his leg.
Temporarily confined, but unable to live with his cowardice, he begins to contemplate suicide .
At this point Paul meets Roz, a beautiful y oung girl who has r ecently arrived from Malindi, an
ancient settlement on the East African coast. She falls in love with Paul, but he rebuffs her after
resolving to shoot himself. However, his eff orts are thwarted by an angel who , having been
ordered to intervene, is then appointed as Paul’s guardian. This sets off a dramatic confrontation
between the forces of Heaven and Hell – an age-old conflict that has no w become personal. A
number of horrific human deaths result.
In the meantime , Paul, frustrated b y his unsuccessful suicide attempt, goes on the run but,
inadvertently falls into the clutches of a sla ve gang who incriminate him in a double killing. The
gang then sells him into the slave trade and Paul is shipped off to Arabia. Although the police are
searching for him, Roz r efuses to belie ve that Paul is a m urderer, so attempts to find and
forewarn him. She succeeds, but Paul is e ventually forced by rapidly changing circumstances to
begin a reckless mission of revenge, only to be confronted by his guardian...
Guardian is a no-holds-barred story of human courage, passion and vengeance that will appeal to
fans of fantasy and supernatural fiction alik e. The book uses biblical models to paint the
background, organisation and warfar e prevailing
between Heaven and Hell, angels and e vil spirits,
28th June 2015
blending them together with human passion and the
9781784623081
author’s personal kno wledge of K enya to cr eate a
£9.99
captivating read.
Paperback
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Fiction – Short Stories

NOT A GIRL
SHORT TALES FOR DARK DAYS

Chris Donaldson
Not A Girl is a collection of fourteen short stories reflecting aspects of the world that have always
inspired or disturbed author Chris Donaldson.They are an eclectic mix of high adventure, horror
and science fiction.
While some of the tales are rooted firmly in a world the reader will recognise, others are set in
stranger places. Some near, some far. All dark.

Extract from the eponymous short story Not A Girl:
The girl who is not a girl stands ten f eet away, although she doesn’t stand, or float. She is simply
there, and not just there, but all around. She is made of water, air and a white smoke that blurs
any outline or definition. Her form seems pulled from the trees and damp air, and is formed
of confusion as much as anything else, because right now what she feels is what she is . Soon
she will be profoundly sad – he can feel it before she can – but for now her eyes reflect
the pleading in her voice , as they widen and melt. “You must call someone.
I’m so far away,” she falters, “and I’m here. Tell them to find me, to help me.”

Not A Girl is an unsettling collection of shor t stories that will a ppeal to fans of hor ror, sci-fi and
speculative fiction.
28th July 2015
9781784623395
8.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Religion

THE MEN WHO
WERE HONEST
TO JESUS
AND WHAT
THEY DID
N. Micklem

+ebook

Praise for N. Micklem’s previous book, Plain Jesus:
“The book is written in a cheerful and inf ormal style, with plenty of homely examples”
Church Times
It can readily be seen that faith has a str ong portfolio of fabricated history.
In The Men Who Were Honest to Jesus and What They Did, N. Micklem explores the forgotten story
of the Disciples in his controversial account of their honesty. He believes that if they were honest
to Jesus, they might be able to tell us something…
Persecuted by Paul, parodied by Mark, covered in dust sheets by the scholarly community (who
could have done better), the men who w ere honest to J esus need someone to speak up f or
them. Preferably someone with at least three honorary doctorates and friends in high places (the
author has enjo yed a f ortunate life, but that someone is not he). Theirs is a f orgotten story.
People have been misled. In the present climate, they need someone to put the boot in on their
behalf.
If the companions of Jesus had not put themselves about after the crucifixion of Jesus, Saul would
have never been contracted to persecute them; his name no household name , his bones
scattered near Tarsus. If they had not been honest to J esus, no one w ould have heard of him
outside Palestine.
This book will a ppeal to an yone who is inter ested in
controversy surrounding religion and Christianity.
28th May 2015
9781784622442
£7.99
Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Plain Jesus ISBN 9781780885353 £7.99
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Non-Fiction – Religion/ Self-Help

THE CHANGING FACES
OF ANTISEMITISM
+ebook

Muriel Seltman

The Changing Faces of Antisemitism is Muriel Seltman’s examination
into the roots of antisemitism. Starting with the Gospels and
moving forward across time, she identifies the causes of modern,
globalised antisemitism. The opening chapters deal with the
Jewishness of Jesus and the Gospel treatment of the trial and
crucifixion. From then on, the Church set about distancing Jesus
from his Jewishness and this was followed by the development of
Christian, Muslim and secular antisemitism.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Bread and Roses ISBN 9781780884912 £7.99
What’s Left? What’s Right? ISBN 9781783062393 £7.99

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623418
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

HEART OF RELATING
COMMUNICATION BEYOND EGO

+ebook

Carmella B’Hahn
“The manual for the nuts and bolts of r elating
that should be handed out at birth!”

Heart of Relating invites you to take part in the growing movement
towards communicating beyond your ego and persona, by learning
the art of relating from the heart of who you are. Based on Eckhart
Tolle’s words – “If you get the inside right, the outside will fall into
place” – Heart of Relating explores Carmella B’Hahn’s ‘inside-out’
and ‘outside-in’ paradigms of relating to help you recognise where
you are and where you want to be.

35

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784622923
Price: £15.00
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Social Science

A NEW VISION

Bola Ogunkoya

+ebook

Focusing on the condition, contribution and plight of the black population, A New Vision aims to
shed light on the journey taken by those forcibly removed from their homes in Africa. As well as
documenting their struggle with the slave trade, this book explores various topics relating to the
black community, including how they are represented, defined and perceived by society.
This book also asks impor tant unanswered questions such as:
Why is ther e an o verrepresentation of young black men who are failing in school, committing ‘black on black’ violence
and struggling to maintain long-term r elationships? In a w orld driven by determination to
succeed, author Bola Ogunkoya addresses why rappers, footballers and athletes seem to be the
only role models available to young black men in a w orld where many other public figures can
be embraced and admired.
Concentrating on both the UK and the US, A New Vision raises questions about why the US – a
country concerned with the brutal legacy of sla very – has pr oduced a black pr esident, a black
attorney general and four star black generals, while the UK, a less segregated country, has not.
Stressing the need for greater attention to be given to encouraging the black community to excel
within the field of education, A New Vision will appeal to those inter ested in social and cultural
heritage, and particularly to those with a strong interest in black history.
28th June 2015
9781784622046
£8.99
Paperback
36
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Non-Fiction – Education

11+ STYLE TEST PAPERS:
ENGLISH
S6 Tutoring Academy Ltd
S6 Tutoring Academy is a leading tutoring company specialising in
preparation for 11+ exams for state grammar schools, and private
common entrance exams.
These test papers have been developed to improve preparation for
students aged 9-11, to help them obtain the essential skills the y
need to succeed, particularly in light of the recent introduction of
the new-style 11+ exams.
11+ Style Test Papers: English encompasses the integral aspects of Key
Stage 2 level English, including comprehension, reading and writing.

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623210
Price: £14.99
Binding: Paperback

11+ STYLE TEST PAPERS:
MATHS
S6 Tutoring Academy Ltd
The Maths guide, 11+ Style Test Papers: Maths, covers a range of
topics to develop their methods and reasoning skills using
mathematical language, diagrams and charts to build confidence and
competence within the subject.
In conjunction with these papers, S6 Tutoring Academy has also
created an online hub that suppor ts study and further practice so
that children can be fully prepared with the knowledge,
understanding and exam skills required to be successful.
Each book includes five exams that will provide children with muchneeded confidence ahead of their real exams.
37

Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623227
Price: £14.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/Biography

AN EVER
ROLLING STREAM
FROM THE CONVENTIONAL
TO THE UNCONVENTIONAL
IN LIFE (AND MEDICINE)

Don Snuggs

+ebook

Praise for Don Snuggs’ previous book, Lydia’s Dream:
“It will make an intriguing read for any fans of historical fiction ” – Pennant
Don Snuggs had a very normal childhood. Born in 1932, and a child of the war, he matured into
an imaginative, unconventional professional practitioner of alternativ e medicine. After surviving
the trauma of war, many found themselves the subject of prejudice and discouragement, but with
his determination to succeed, Don went on to make his mark on the world.
As a child, Don spent some of his childhood in hospital, which ultimately led to his inter est in
medicine and the n ursing profession. An Ever Rolling Str eam details his lif e, from his war time
childhood to his life as a nurse. Don shares his memories of being in charge of a cancer ward in
the Uxbridge RAF hospital and how it taught him the effects that disease and ill health can have
on a person. This led Don eventually to pursue an interest in Chinese medicine with its different
approach to the sick person and his pr edicament.
Most of his stories talk not about cure, but about care, as Don shares his time spent comforting
and caring f or distressed patients, as w ell as the suppor t and friendship he shar ed with his
bemused colleagues. An Ever Rolling Stream is a touching memoir that allows the reader to share
some of Don Snuggs most personal memories of his time spent living in a war -torn Britain and
caring for those most aff ected by their afflictions. This book will a ppeal to r eaders with an
interest in the Second World War, as well as those with
an interest in traditional and alternative medicine.
28th June 2015
9781784622718
£10.99
Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Lydia’s Dream ISBN 9781783062881 £8.99
Reuben the Fisherman ISBN 9781780884318 £10.00
38
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/Biography

A FREE FRENCHMAN
UNDER THE
JAPANESE
THE WAR DIARY OF PAUL
ESMÉRIAN, MANILA,
PHILIPPINES, 1941-1945
Robert Colquhoun
“It’s less painful perhaps to g o to prison flanked by two policemen in a police van than to turn oneself
in alone, in a hired vehicle going at a gentle trot, on a lovely sunny afternoon. A small piece of paper,
covered with a tiny red Japanese stamp, bearing characters I don’t even understand, will make of me
a prisoner, as surely as would have done men in helmets and jac kboots.”
Paul Esmérian’s diary begins with his ar rival in the Philippines fr om French Indochina in the
summer of 1941 and sets the scene with an absorbing por trait of pre-war Manila. Just months
later, in December, came the surprise Ja panese attack on Pearl Harbor, quickly followed by the
invasion of the Philippines. Esmérian is an eloquent witness to the fall of Manila and its
subsequent occupation. As early as January 1942, the Japanese set up an internment camp f or
allied civilians – men, women and childr en – on the site of the Univ ersity of Santo Tomás in
northern Manila. It came to hold nearl y four thousand internees – mostl y American, but also
British, Empire and allied European.
He has left an engr ossing account of lif e in the harsh setting of occupied Manila during this
period. Eventually, however, in June 1943, as a Gaullist he was forced into Santo Tomás. Over the
next eighteen months he continued to keep a diary which forms a precious record of life in the
Camp. He char ts the changes in conditions as the Ja panese grip tightened, culminating in the
internees’ dramatic liberation in February 1945 by a flying column of the US 1st Cavalry Division.
Published in France in 1980, Paul Esmérian’s gripping diary
can now be enjo yed by a wider audience in this fine
translation by Robert Colquhoun, himself an internee in
the same camp.
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28th May 2015
9781784622619
£12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Memoirs/Biography

BRAVE FACES
ONE WOMAN’S JOURNEY
FROM PRIVILEGE TO SERVICE

Mary Arden

+ebook

An evocative memoir about one woman’s journey
from privilege to service, heartbreak to laughter.
Mary Arden’s story gives an insight into the changes in society that took place with the adv ent
of war.
As the Second World War breaks out, Mary’s parents are determined that their daughter’ s
privileged upbringing should contin ue, and that lif e should carry on as m uch as normal. She is
sent to finishing school and becomes a debutante attending ‘coming out’ balls in London, despite
the nightly bombing raids.
However, Mary is determined to do her bit for the war effort, and volunteers to serve as a Red
Cross Nurse, before joining the WRNS.
Accepted into the WRNS, not as an officer, but as ‘other rank’, Mary has to learn to liv e a very
different kind of life to the one she was brought up to expect. She is used to being chaperoned,
only talking to men she has been ‘introduced’ to, so it’s an almost impossible task for her Senior
Wren Officer to find a suitable categ ory for this naive girl. Mary finally becomes part of a new
elite category known as Night Vision Testers, training the young pilots to see in the dark so they
can land their planes on the deck of their air craft carrier and not in the sea.
28th July 2015
9781784623388
£12.99
Paperback

As the war progresses, Mary moves from one Naval Air
Station to another . Her tasks become stranger than
fiction and her duties ar e definitely outside her job
description – and most probably outside the rules too.
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Non-Fiction – History

THE
GREATEST
LEAP
Andrew Hatcher
A unique, readable account of the 20th century for the general r eader.
The Greatest Leap aims to be informative and detailed, but also accessible. It has been written as
a result of many conversations with friends and acquaintances over the years. These have shown
that there is little a vailable between academic books, which people find too long, hard and
complicated, and coffee-table books which people find too simple or not inf ormative enough.
The format of the book is ten cha pters, with each looking at the histor y of a particular decade.
From the 1900s to the 1990s, each chapter covers everything you need to know about the 20th
century, from the beginning and end of wars to the bir ths and deaths of impor tant figures and
ending on the last new year’s eve of the century.
Chapters include:
White Man’s World
Catastrophe
Boom and Bust
The Road to War
War, Peace and War Again
The Cold War Peace
Inspired by narrative historians acr oss the ages, The
Greatest Leap is an easy r ead that will a ppeal to an yone
interested in world history.
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28th July 2015
9781784621735
£11.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Business and Economics/ Memoirs

CHANGING THE
MIND OF THE
ORGANIZATION
Christopher Martlew
"Chris Martlew offers delightful insights into the need f or change,
the nature of change, and the effects of change."
Jurgen Appelo, author of Management 3.0 and CEO of Happy Melly

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784620943
Price: £16.99
Binding: Paperback

Changing The Mind of the Organization is an inspiring how-to guide
for leaders of change, taking a modern look at organizational
change and incorporating cutting-edge thinking on neur oscience
and the role of the leader in change management. Author Chris
Martlew uses over 20 years of leadership experience in the internet
and ecommerce industry to inform the book, focusing on a number
of areas that will help leaders develop and grow.

www.tangible.management

CHICKENS EAT PASTA
ESCAPE TO UMBRIA
Clare Pedrick

+ebook

“A quirky story of life in rural Wales”
The American
Chickens Eat Pasta is the tale of how a young Englishwoman starts a
new life after watching a video sho wing a chicken eating spaghetti in
a medieval hill village in central Ital y.
Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784623517
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Unlike some recent bestsellers, this is not simply an account of a
foreigner’s move to Italy, but a love story written from the unusual
perspective of both within and outside of the stor y. As events
unfold, the strong storyline carries with it a rich por trayal of Italian
life from the inside.
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Non-Fiction – Medical

FROM FARMS
TO PHARMA
A TROUBLESHOOTER
LOOKS BACK

+ebook

Ron Stark

“Ron’s manner and style of writing mak es for an interesting and easy-to-read book”
The Press and Journal
“Stark’s humility is impressive”
Nursing Times
Patients taking medicines and doctors prescribing them must be puzzled by the hail of criticism
that has descended on drug companies in the last few years. But it shouldn’t be overlooked that
these companies have contributed enormously to healthcare over many years.
Ron Stark looks back over a lifetime spent in medical research – much of it as a troubleshooter
in pharma. One of his stories fr om behind the scenes r elates to a small, young and enthusiastic
team who are heading for crunch time. Having taken on a challenge that has defeated academics
and clinicians, they’re searching for a treatment that will stop patients with lung disease f eeling
short of breath. An array of unlikely characters and unexpected events all contributed to a nailbiting finish and the final outcome .
A book about real pharma written by a physician who has actually worked there!
From Farms to Pharma brings to light some amazing and un usual individuals who are committed
to finding remedies for maladies. This book is aimed at a
28th June 2015
broad audience with var ying amounts of medical
9781784622886
knowledge and it will appeal to anyone with an interest in
£9.99
the human side of the pharmaceutical industr y.
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Cars/ Crafts and Hobbies

CARS IN THE
LANDSCAPE
Benjamin Hargreaves

Published: 28th July 2015
ISBN: 9781784622480
Price: £27.99
Binding: Paperback

Cars in the Landscape is a celebration of the beauty of cars with an
underlying theme of reclaiming the motor car for beauty,
amusement, idiosyncrasy, whim and joy – for a view other than just
utility and efficiency. The book contains 38 photographs, at times
with both whimsy and deeper thought, intended for contemplation
and the pleasure of looking.
This book is in par t a plea to slow down and pay more attention to
our surroundings, a natural role for photography to play. These
photographs are primarily a paean of praise , sometimes with wit,
for the beauty of the motor car in the landsca pe. You may just want
to buy an old car and star t travelling around Europe…

CURRIED CHESS
Markus Stormson

+ebook

Curried Chess takes the humble 8 x 8 chequer ed board and draws
together inventive new versions of the game of chess, all designed to
spice up your chess life!

Published: 28th August 2015
ISBN: 9781784623586
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Author Markus Stormson has created a range of new gripping chess
games for all players; from the easy, but fun Knightspawn and the very
mobile Noble Wings Chess to a ter ritory game called Stratak –
played with no king but plenty of exotic moves.You might want to get
to grips with Barbed Chess, where danger lurks around every move,
or the a ppetising Kingpawns take-away, where the humble pa wn
explodes into prominence on the board.
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Fiction – Children’s

THE TRAGICKALL
HISTORY OF
HENRY FOWST

+ebook

Griselda Heppel

Praise for Griselda Heppel’s previous book, Ante’s Inferno:
“Griselda Heppel is a born storyteller.
Your children will love her books and, to be honest, so will you.”
The Wishing Shelf Book Awards
In the shadows of Walton Hall a demon lurks. His name: Mephistopheles. In 1586, young John
Striven struck a bargain with him in r eturn for help against his m urderous foster brother. Nice
work for a demon – or it should ha ve been. Because somehow, his plan to trap the 12-year-old
went wrong. All he needs now is another soul, in similar desperation, to call on him.
Enter 13 year-old Henry Fowst. A pupil at Northwell School, Henry longs to win the Northwell
History Essay Prize. Exploring the school’s sixteenth century library, he stumbles across the diary
of a boy his own age beginning this 20th day of Januarie, 1586... Soon Henry is absorbed in John
Striven’s struggles with his jealous f oster-brother, Thomas Walton, who, it seems, will stop at
nothing to be rid of him.
Then matters take a darker turn. Battling to escape his own enemy, Henry finds his life beginning
to imitate John’s and when the diary shows John summoning ‘an Angellick Spirit’ to his aid, Henry
eagerly tries the same.
Unfortunately, calling up Mephistopheles lands both bo ys
in greater danger than they’d ever bargained for...
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR

Ante’s Inferno ISBN 9781780882406 £6.99
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28th August 2015
9781784623043 (pb)
9781784623050 (hb)
£7.99 (pb) £12.99 (hb)
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Fiction – Children’s

ODD JOB FROG

Colleen and Zed Jacey

“I’m bored,” said Frog. “Bored, bored, BORED.”
Frog wants his life to be more exciting
but all the things he wants to do cost money.
Where can he get some?
Are there jobs for frogs in London?
Odd Job Frog will make a perfect gift or souvenir of a visit to London or the United Kingdom.
An exciting stor y with an unexpected twist, this book is sim ultaneously entertaining and
educational.

28th June 2015
9781784622725
£12.99
Hardback

Gorgeously illustrated with full-colour pictures, Odd Job
Frog is suitable for children aged 3-7, both as a bedtime
story and for older children to read themselves.
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Fiction – Children’s

THE HORSES OF
HEMLOCK HALL
Sarah Harvey
In a dark and lonely attic , far away and long forgotten, stood a rocking
horse. Down his great cobweb strewn face, a single teardrop ran, tracing
its path through the dust on his c heek before dropping in a splash onto
the wooden planks below…
Lalla lives for Saturdays and her riding lesson, so she is dismayed to
hear that not only will she be missing her visit to the stables this w eek,
but she is being packed off to the west country to spend a week of the
Easter hols with a great aunt and uncle she has ne ver met before. She
protests but her father’s mind is made up, he knows she will be safe
and well cared for there while he takes her mother away for a few days
– after all, what could possibly happen in sleepy Devon?

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622435
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

GALLIPOLI GUNS
Robin Campbell

The World War I battle for control of the Dardanelles strait was
fought mainly on Gallipoli Peninsula in Turkey, with countless
casualties. In Gallipoli Guns, we see the battle being f ought from two
points of view: the defending Turks, and the attacking troops.
Adil, a Turkish farmer, and his fellow snipers are a constant threat.
Billy, one of the many British soldiers, has to fight his way up the
ravines to face the enemy. Building trenches is a major par t of life
for Billy. As the soldiers fight each other, not only are they battling
the opposing side, but also their own consciences, too, as they start
to wonder just what they’re fighting for.
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Published: 28th June 2015
ISBN: 9781784623425
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Children’s

BOX 1571

R.M. Tudor

+ebook

“If you want to help your family, Ella, look in the box.”
The Talbot family is in trouble. The business is collapsing, Mum can’t stop crying, and Ella will do
anything to help. So when she finds thousands of pounds in Dad’ s secret post office bo x, she
thinks that all her pr oblems have been solv ed. But thousands of pounds lead into six
extraordinary rooms, and then Ella’s problems really begin.
The money is hers, but she must win it by completing dangerous challenges in unknown places.
With only her wits and the mysterious voice of ‘Finder’ to guide her, Ella navigates a pitch-black
pathway, entertains evil executives, and escapes from vicious scorbsters. In Dark Rooms, Bored
Rooms and Sale Rooms, she passes challenge after challenge , collecting more of the money and
giving it to her parents without them knowing its origins.
Yet with each conquest, Ella’s goal seems to mo ve further and further away. The money brings
new challenges that ar e much closer to home . She m ust follow the right path and learn the
lessons of loyalty, determination and friendship before it’s too late. How will Ella save her family
without Box 1571 destroying everything she has?
Box 1571 is a fast-paced fantastical adventure that will appeal to readers aged eight to twelve.
28th July 2015
9781784622930
£6.99
Paperback

www.rmtudor.com
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Fiction – Children’s

THE MYSTERY
OF THE
MAGNA CARTA
Denise Elaine Conquest Steele

A truly unique book, this interactive story is based ar ound the Magna Carta
and blends traditional storytelling with custom built interactive apps, adding
rich dialogue, music pop ups, colour and sound to bring the story – and the
history – to life like never befor e.

In 2015 we reach the 800th anniversary of the Magna Carta – and this book celebrates the event
with a gripping historical fiction adventure that will engage, educate and intrigue its readers.
We join P ercy as she tra vels through time to England to meet Dennis, the village historian.
Together they go back to 1215 to tr y to find the ans wers to the enduring mysteries about the
Magna Carta. Percy and Dennis sor t through legend, myth, rumour and fact, with the help of
Jeeves her inimitable kitty, who always helps them out when trouble heads their way.
The Mystery of the Magna Car ta is a unique historical fiction adv enture to which the interactiv e
apps for smartphones and tablets ad d another fascinating le vel to the book. The apps are free
with the price of the book and will continue to evolve over time adding new content for people
of all ages to enjo y. Featuring four different adventure endings – three exploring the traditional
legends that sur round the Magna Car ta – and one NEW surprise ending fr om the author’s
research. This book dives into this impor tant worldwide
historical event celebrating its 800th anniversary this year.
28th July 2015
9781784623357
£12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Children’s

TUXEDO’S
TALES

LITTLE PEARLS OF
WISDOM FROM A
HORSE’S POINT OF VIEW
Tuxedo Hess

+ebook

“Tuxedo’s Tales is packed with sweet teachable moments and has a str ong
emphasis on friendship. This book offers the kind of wisdom kids can use on a
daily basis.”
The Children’s Book Review
“My name is Tuxedo and this is my debut children’s book. I am a Cr iollo horse, originally from
Argentina, but I was rescued by my Mum and bought bac k to the UK from Malaysia.”
Tuxedo’s Tales will take children on a magical adventure spanning a year in the Sussex countryside.
They will learn ne w words and their meanings, and a ppreciate how important family and
friendships are. At the end of each chapter is a Pearl of Wisdom which will teach good behaviour,
respect and consideration, as well as a few of life’s ethics and morals.
“The other thing is, I’m a real horse – I do exist.”
Tuxedo is alive and kicking enjo ying his retirement being cuddled, groomed, going for leisurely
rides and enjoying lots of carrots.
The book includes lots of beautiful colourful illustrations by Katie Tunn. Think of characters with
kind eyes, soft coloured drawings; think of a modern-da y Beatrix Potter and you have Tuxedo’s
Tales – a unique childr en’s book f or those aged 5-9
years old.
28th August 2015
9781784623937
£9.99
Paperback

As Tuxedo was rescued, a percentage of the pr ofits of
Tuxedo’s Tales will be g oing towards Horse Welfare so
they can help other horses to ha ve a happier life.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio online

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video online

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

+ebook

Title is also available as an ebook

This is just a selection of our titles.
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS
Physical book trade orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners,
Bertrams or via Nielsen’s teleordering
Sales Representation: Star Book Sales
Ebooks are available from all good ebook retailers, including
Amazon, Kobo, Apple, Google, OverDrive, Scrib’d, Oyster,
Sainsburys, Gardners and Nook.
Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop:

www.troubador.co.uk/shop
via phone (0116) 279 2299

Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park,
Wistow Road, Kibworth
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk
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